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Two of the most influential ideas developed
by Richard Feynman are the Feynman diagram
technique [1] and his variational approach [2].
The former provides a powerful tool to construct
a systematic expansion for a generic interacting
system, while the latter allows optimization of a
perturbation theory using a variational principle.
Here we show that combining a variational ap-
proach with a new diagrammatic quantum Monte
Carlo method [3–10], both based on the Feyn-
man’s original ideas, results in a powerful and ac-
curate solver to the generic solid state problem,
in which a macroscopic number of electrons in-
teract by the long range Coulomb repulsion. We
apply the solver to the quintessential problem of
solid state, the uniform electron gas (UEG) [11],
which is at the heart of the density functional
theory (DFT) success in describing real materi-
als, yet it has not been adequately solved for over
90 years. While some wave-function properties,
like the ground state energy, have been very ac-
curately calculated by the diffusion Monte Carlo
method (DMC) [12], the static and dynamic re-
sponse functions, which are directly accessed by
the experiment, remain poorly understood. Our
method allows us to calculate the momentum-
frequency resolved spin response functions for the
first time, and to improve on the precision of the
charge response function. The accuracy of both
response functions is sufficiently high, so as to
uncover previously missed fine structure in these
responses. This method can be straightforwardly
applied to a large number of moderately interact-
ing electron systems in the thermodynamic limit,
including realistic models of metallic and semi-
conducting solids.
The success of the Feynman’s diagram technique rests
on two pillars, the quality of the chosen starting point,
and one’s ability to compute the contributions of high-
enough order, so that the sum ultimately can be extrapo-
lated to the infinite order. We will address the former by
introducing the variationally optimized starting point, as
discussed below, and we will solve the latter by develop-
ing a powerful Monte Carlo method which can sum facto-
rially large number of diagrams while massively reducing
the fermionic sign problem by organizing Feynman dia-
grams into “sign-blessed” groups.
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In the Feynman diagrammatic approach, one splits the
Lagrangian of a system, L, into a solvable part L0 and
the interaction ∆L = L − L0. The effects of the inter-
action is included with a power expansion in ∆L, con-
structed using the Feynman diagrams. Such diagram-
matic series achieves the most rapid convergence when
the leading term L0 captures the emergent collective be-
havior of the system, which can be very different from the
non-interacting problem [13]. In the metallic state, which
is of special interest in this paper, the low temperature
physics is described by the emergent quasiparticles inter-
acting with a screened Coulomb interaction. We build an
effective Feynman diagrammatic approach by explicitly
encoding such physics in L0. We screen the interaction in
L0 with a screening parameter λ, rendering the Coulomb
interaction short-ranged (V (r) ∝ exp(−r√λ)/r). Corre-
spondingly, a λ counter-term must be added to ∆L to
capture the non-local effects of the Coulomb interaction
with high order diagrams (see the Methods section). Sim-
ilarly, we introduce an electron potential vk which prop-
erly renormalizes the electron dispersion and also fixes
the Fermi surface of L0 to the exact physical volume,
which is enforced by the Luttinger’s theorem [14] (see the
Methods section). In our simulations, such choice shows
the most rapid and uniform convergence of the response
functions for both small and large momenta.
Motivated by Feynman’s variational approach [2], we
take the screening parameter λ as variational parameters
which should be optimized to accelerate the rate of con-
vergence. It was shown in the development of optimized
perturbation theory [15] and variational perturbation
theory [16, 17] that the best choice of a variational pa-
rameter is the value at which the targeted observable
is least sensitive to the change of the parameter. This
technique is called the principle of minimal sensitivity
(PMS). In Refs. [17–20], it was shown that the pertur-
bative expansion optimized with the PMS can succeed
even when interaction is strong, and regular perturbation
theory fails. In this work, we optimize the screening pa-
rameter λ with PMS and observe a vast improvement to
the convergence of the targeted response functions with
expansion order.
While our setup of the expansion (with the static
screening and the physical Fermi surface) is not entirely
new [21–24], its evaluation to high enough order until
ultimate convergence, has not been achieved before in
any realistic model containing long-range Coulomb in-
teraction, as relevant for realistic solids. Our solution
employs a recently developed diagrammatic Monte Carlo
algorithm [3–5, 8, 9], which is here optimized to take a
maximal advantage of the sign blessing in fermionic sys-
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FIG. 1: The grouping of Feynman diagrams is
achieved by leveraging the fermionic crossing symmetry and
the free-energy generating functional. Orange top box shows
the number of Feynman/Hugenholtz/Free-energy Hugenholtz
diagrams at orders 3-6, excluding the Hartree-Fock sub-
diagrams (see supplementary material). The green panel on
the left and the right shows an example of the free-energy
Hugenholtz diagram, and how is the Hugenholtz vertex re-
lated to the standard Feynman diagram. Note that a single
Hugenholtz diagram with N vertices (black dots) represents
up to 2N standard Feynman diagrams with alternating signs.
By attaching two external vertices to different propagators
in the Hugenholtz free energy diagram in the green box, one
generates four topologically distinct groups of standard Feyn-
man diagrams for the polarization function. Two of them are
shown in the blue and orange box below. By the process of at-
taching external vertices to a single Hugenholtz free energy di-
agram, we generate 10 out of 11 standard Feynman diagrams
for the polarization at the third order. The color lines repre-
sent our choice for momentum loops, which are uniquely de-
termined by the choice of the loops in the free energy Hugen-
holtz diagram. The external momentum is added through
the shortest path connecting two external vertices. Note that
such grouping of diagrams allows us to calculate the weight
of all diagrams in this figure with only 8 different electron
propagators, instead of expected 36. The above protocol can
generate multiple copies of the same Feynman diagram (but
with different choice of time and momenta), which we weight
with a proper symmetry factor
.
tems [4]. Namely, by carefully arranging and grouping
the Feynman diagrams, it is possible to ensure a mas-
sive sign cancellation for different diagrams in the same
group, before the MC sampling is performed[9, 25]. The
previously used diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithms,
which were sampling the diagrams one by one, are highly
inefficient here.
We evaluate diagrams in the momentum and
imaginary-time representation, and for each configura-
tion of random momenta (k0,k1,k2, · · · ,kN ) and times
(τ1, τ2, · · · , τ2N ) generated by the Markov chain, we sum
the contribution of all diagrams at a given order N ,
which have the same number of momenta and time vari-
ables [25]. For example, when computing the polarization
at order N = 6, the sector without counter-terms con-
tains 14593 Feynman diagrams (see Fig. 1). These are
regrouped into a much smaller number of “sign-blessed”
groups to boost the efficiency of the MC sampling. For
example, motivated by the crossing symmetry, at the low-
est order in the crossing exchange, we get from standard
Feyman diagrams to so-called Hugenholtz diagrams [26]
where the direct and exchange interactions are combined
into an antisymmetrized four point vertex (see Fig. 1
green box). That exchange operation keeps the diagram
exactly the same, except for a change of the overall sign
and a change of momentum on a single interaction line,
hence the pairs of such diagrams largely cancel. After
this operation, there are only 877 Hugenholtz diagrams
at order 6. To further reduce the number of diagrams,
we then combine the polarization diagrams that can be
derived from the same free energy diagram by attach-
ing two external vertices to propagators. Mathemati-
cally, adding external vertices to a free energy diagram
corresponds to taking its functional derivative with re-
spect to the inverse propagator. Therefore, the above
step groups the polarization diagrams into a conserving
group in the Baym-Kadanoff sense [1], and the sign can-
cellation is guaranteed by the Ward identities (See the
supplementary material). For example, at order N = 6
there are only 41 such free-energy groups (see Fig. 1).
We thus managed to reduce the complexity from 14593
individual diagrams to 41 groups. The diagrams in the
same group are very similar, and hence can share the
identical momentum/time variables (except the external
vertices). This not only ensures the massive sign cancel-
lation between different diagrams, but also reduces the
cost of computing the total weight of Feynman diagrams
in Monte Carlo updates.
Finally, beyond variationally optimizing the zeroth or-
der term (L0) we can also look for improvement of the
high-order vertex functions. One of our choices is to
sum up all ladder diagrams dressing the vertices (see the
Method and Fig.3 in the supplementary material). We
will call this scheme the Vertex Corrected Constant Fermi
Surface (VCCFS). The original diagrammatic expansion
is here called Constant Fermi Surface (CFS) scheme. The
name originates in the above described principle that
electron potential vk is determined in such a way that
3L and L0 share the same physical Fermi surface volume.
All results in this work are obtained at temperature
T = 0.04EF , which is much lower than any other scale
in the problem, hence results are the zero temperature
equivalent. We want to point out that finite tempera-
ture calculations are very hard in the Diffusion Monte
Carlo (DMC), while our method is very well suited for fi-
nite temperature calculations, and converges even faster
with the increasing order. While wave-function proper-
FIG. 2: Spin susceptibility of UEG at rs = 4 (i.e., den-
sity n = 3/(4pir3s)). The optimization of χs(q = 0, ω = 0)
versus the screening parameter λ within (a) CFS and (b)
VCCFS scheme. Susceptibility χ and λ are scaled by the
density of states at the Fermi level NF = (
3
2pi
)2/3/(2pirs),
and the Fermi energy EF , respectively. The shaded region
shows the estimated total error-bar of our calculation. A
single extrememum at the optimized λ∗ appears, which is
however order dependent (λ∗N ). (c) The value of the op-
timized χ(q = 0, ω = 0)[λ∗N ] versus diagram order in both
schemes. (d) The momentum dependent χ(q, ω = 0) at the
converged order N = 6 and optimized λ∗N=6/EF = 0.75 in
CFS scheme, along with comparison to Random phase ap-
proximation (RPA), which is exact when interaction is ig-
nored. The statistical errors are displayed in panels (a), (b)
and (d), and in (d) are smaller than the width of the curve.
ties, such as energy and pair distribution function, are
very precisely computed by DMC, and some of them are
also are amenable to approximations such as GW [28, 29],
the response functions are more challenging to evaluate
with the existing techniques. The strength of our ap-
proach is that it can be used to compute both the static
and the dynamic, the single and the multiparticle correla-
tion functions. In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the momentum-
dependent (Pauli) spin susceptibility at zero frequency,
which has never been precisely calculated before to our
knowledge even though its overall shape is crucial for the
design of appropriate exchange-correlation functionals of
the DFT to predict magnetic order in real materials. In
panels (a) and (b) we show how the convergence prop-
erties of the susceptibility χs depends on the screening
parameter λ in the theory. Note that the static screening
in L0 is always compensated by the counter-term in ∆L,
so that for any value of λ the UEG model is recovered at
infinite order limit. The observable χs(q = 0) develops a
broad plateau as a function of λ (Fig. 2a and b) at the
point λ∗N , which is slightly increasing with the increas-
ing order. This shows that if expansion is carried out to
high enough order, the physics becomes more and more
local and allows one to use very short range form of the
interaction, which greatly improves the efficiency of the
method. We note that this property will be very ben-
eficial in the realistic material applications, where the
converged result is extremely difficult to obtain due to
the long range nature of the bare Coulomb interaction.
Fig. 2c shows the value of χs(q = 0) at the optimized λ
∗
N
versus perturbation orders. When the PMS is used, such
that the variational parameter λ is optimized order by
order, the convergence is very rapid, even when the bare
interaction is strong. The value χs(q = 0) at the opti-
mized λ∗N is monotonically increasing with the increasing
order in the CFS scheme, and beyond the second order is
oscillating around the converged value in VCCFS scheme.
Both schemes converge towards the same value, and the
systematic error bar at a given truncation order can be
estimated from comparison between the two methods, al-
lowing one to extract very precise value of χs(q = 0) even
at a moderate expansion order (see Fig. 2c and Table I).
Fig. 2d shows the momentum dependence of spin-
susceptibility χs(q) at λ
∗/EF = 0.75, optimized at the
highest order (N = 6) and its comparison to the non-
interacting (RPA) result, which underestimates χs up to
57%.
FIG. 3: Spin susceptibility: (a) χs(q, ω = 0) at optimized
λ∗ for rs = 1 − 4. VC corresponds to VCCFS scheme, and
the rest to CFS scheme. The statistical error-bars are dis-
played for each computed point, and each point is computed
statistically independently. In VCCFS scheme the statistical
error-bars are larger than in CFS scheme, but agree with each
other within the error-bar. (b) The local field correction for
the same rs = 1−4, and its deviation from quadratic approx-
imation (see the color envelope). For clarity the curves for
rs = 1, 2 and 3 are shifted up for 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25.
In Figs. 3a we show the same spin-susceptibility as
in Fig. 2d, but for other values of density parameter
rs = 1 − 4 (here density n = 3/(4pir3s).). Both VC-
CFS and CFS schemes agree with each other within the
statistical error-bar at order N=6 for all rs ≤ 4. We
4note that this spin susceptibility plays a central role in
construction of the DFT exchange-correlation kernel for
magnetically ordered systems. Finally, Fig. 3b displays
the static local-field correction, which measures the de-
viation from the non-interacting electron gas (χRPA),
G(q) ≡ q28pi (χ−1RPA(q, ω = 0) − χ−1(q, ω = 0)). It is a
very sensitive measure of electron correlations. It has
been suggested in the literature that the possible peak
near k ∼ 2kF is of great importance for understanding
the quasiparticle properties [30]. Within the local den-
sity approximation, the function G(q) is approximated
by the quadratic parabola depicted in Fig. 3b [31], which
is an excellent approximation at small q ≤ kF , but its de-
viation from the quadratic function is very pronounced
near 2kF . Note that within RPA G(q) vanishes, as RPA
does not take into account the exchange-correlation ker-
nel. We note that our calculation clearly shows that in
the exact solution, the local field correction displays non-
trivial maximum just above 2kF , which is obtained here
for the first time.
a
c
b
d
FIG. 4: The inverse dielectric function (1/) for rs = 1−
4 at λ∗N=5, optimized for order 5, but we show 1/ for all orders
up to 5 and its extrapolated value. We also display error-bars
for extrapolated curve, which contains both the statistical
error, and the estimated extrapolation error. Here we use
more rapidly converging VCCFS scheme. The comparison
to DMC and RPA is shown. The DMC data are from Ref.
[31, 32].
Fig. 4 shows the dielectric function (q) for densities
rs = 1 to rs = 4, and its comparison to RPA and
DMC [31, 32] results. We show several orders (N = 2−5)
using VCCFS scheme, and also the extrapolated result
to N = ∞ using standard second order Richardson ex-
trapolation. The DMC data are in agreement with our
prediction, but notice that DMC allows one to calculate
only a set of discrete points, while the newly developed
“Variational Diagramatic Monte Carlo” method gives a
smooth and very accurate continuous curve, which allows
one to resolve the fine structure. For example, we notice
that there is a clear kink of 1/ curve near 2kF . This fea-
ture has been proposed in some theories (e.g. Ref. [33]),
but the previous DMC results in Ref. [31, 32] were not
precise enough to confirm or disprove it.
rs χs/NF litt.(χs/NF ) P (0)/NF litt.(P (0)/NF )
1 1.152(2) 1.15-1.16 1.208(6) 1.207-1.208
2 1.296(6) 1.27-1.31 1.54(2) 1.549-1.549
3 1.438(9) 1.39-1.48 2.20(6) 2.194-2.203
4 1.576(9) 1.51-1.66
TABLE I: Long wavelength values of spin and charge
response: First column χs = χs(q = 0, ω = 0) is the spin
susceptibility, here normalized by the density of states at the
Fermi level (NF ), as computed by the current method. The
second column shows the range of previous estimations from
the literature [34]. P (0) ≡ P (q = 0, ω = 0) is the static
uniform charge polarization as obtained by this method. Un-
fortunately both CFS and VCCFS methods approach the con-
verged value from below, hence extrapolation to N = ∞ is
needed, which leads to much larger error-bar in our calcula-
tion. The forth column lists previous DMC results, extracted
from two different correlation energy ansatzes proposed in
Refs. 34 and 35.
Finally, in Table I we give our best estimates for the
static spin and charge response with estimation of the
error-bar. Within our method the spin response shows
faster convergence with increasing order, hence it allows
us to compute the spin response more precisely than
the charge response, therefore our values for χs/NF are
more precise than currently available literature (compare
columns one and two). Note that the previous estimate
for the spin susceptibility relied on an uncontrolled ansatz
for the spin dependence of the susceptibility, hence large
uncertainty.
Contrary to the spin response, or finite momentum
charge response, the static uniform charge response
P (q = 0, ω = 0) can be obtained from the ground state
energy of the system, without explicitly introducing a
modulated external potential, and hence it can be ex-
tracted very precisely from the existing DMC calcula-
tions. We compare it with our results, and find excellent
agreement. We note that static P (q = 0, ω = 0) at rs = 4
convergences very slowly in our method, due to proxim-
ity to the well known charge instability at rs ≈ 5.2, hence
we can not reliably extrapolate its value to infinite order
at rs ≥ 4.
The prospects of combining the Variational diagram-
matic Monte Carlo with DFT to obtain theoretically con-
trolled results in real solids are particularly exciting, as
the DFT potential is semi-local and can be added to vk,
so that it will play a role of a counter-term in the ex-
pansion. The complexity would be modest, because no
expensive self-consistency is required, and because the
interaction is statically screened even at the lowest or-
der, hence the scaling of this method should be similar
to the complexity of screened hybrids [36] rather than
the self-consistent GW approximation [37].
5Method The UEG model describes electrons in a solid
where the positive charges, which are the atomic nu-
clei, are assumed to be uniformly distributed in space.
The electrons interact with the other charges through a
long-range Coulomb interaction. The second-quantized
Hamiltonian is:
Hˆ =
∑
kσ
(
k2 − µ) ψˆ†kσψˆkσ + (1)
1
2V
∑
q6=0
kk′σσ′
8pi
q2
ψˆ†k+qσψˆ
†
k′−qσ′ ψˆk′σ′ ψˆkσ, (2)
where ψˆ/ψˆ† are the annihilation/creation operator of an
electron, µ is the chemical potential controlling the den-
sity of the electron in the system. We measure the energy
in units of Rydbergs, and the wave number k, q in units
of inverse Bohr radius.
In the path integral representation, using the standard
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, the Lagrangian of
the uniform electron gas can be cast into the form in
which the Coulomb interaction is mediated by an auxil-
iary bosonic field φq. Motivated by the well known fact
that the long-range Coulomb interaction is screened in
the solid, and that the effective potential of emerging
quasiparticles differs from the bare potential, we intro-
duce the screening parameter λq and an electron poten-
tial vk into L0, which then takes the form
L0 =
∑
kσ
ψ†kσ
(
∂
∂τ
− µ+ k2 + vk(ξ = 1)
)
ψkσ (3)
+
∑
q6=0
φ−q
q2 + λq
8pi
φq,
and represents well the low-energy degrees of freedom in
the problem when parameters λq and vk are properly
optimized. To compensate for this choice of L0, we have
to add the following interaction
∆L = −
∑
kσ
ψ†kσvk(ξ)ψkσ − ξ
∑
q 6=0
φ−q
λq
8pi
φq (4)
+
√
ξ
i√
2V
∑
q 6=0
(φqρ−q + ρqφ−q) . (5)
so that, when the number ξ is set to unity, L = L0 +
∆L(ξ) is exactly the UEG Lagrangian. The density ρ
is ρq =
∑
kσ ψ
†
kσψk+qσ. Note that the first two terms
in ∆L are the counterterms [24] which exactly cancel the
two terms we added to L0 above. We use the number ξ to
track the order of the Feynman diagrams, so that order
N contribution sums up all diagrams carrying the factor
ξN . We set ξ = 1 at the end of the calculation. Note also
that this arrangement bears similarity with the well es-
tablished methods, such as G0W0 [37], which computes
the self-energy at the lowest order (ξ1) and sets vk to the
DFT Kohn-Sham potential, and λq to the bubble dia-
gram (λq = g
0g0 with g0k
−1
= (iω+µ− k22m−vk)). The so-
called skeleton Feynman diagram technique is recovered
when vk and λq are equated with the self-consistently
determined self-energy and polarization. However, note
that such diagram expansion can be dangerous, as it can
lead to false convergence to the wrong solution [38]
In optimizing the screening parameter λq by the prin-
ciple of minimal sensitivity, we found it is sufficient
to take a constant λq = λ. Furthermore, we found
that the uniform convergence for all momenta is best
achieved when the electron potential vk preserves the
Fermi surface volume of g0k, therefore we expand vk =
ξ (Σxk −ΣxkF ) + ξ2 s2 + ξ3 s3 · · · , and we determine sN so
that all contributions at order N do not alter the physical
volume of the Fermi surface. In other words, we ensure
the density, which can be calculated with the identity
n = −Pq(τ = 0) where |q|  kF , remains fixed order
by order. Since the exchange (Σxk) is static, and is typ-
ically large, we accomodate it at the first order into the
effective potential, so that at the first order we recover
the screened Hartree-Fock approximation, i.e., interac-
tion screened to ∼ exp(−r√λ)/r and optimized λ.
We also introduce a vertex correction scheme (VC-
CFS) to further improve the convergence of the series. In
practice, within the VCCFS scheme, we precompute the
three-point ladder vertex, and attach it to both sides of a
polarization Feynman diagram, and at the same time, we
eliminate all ladder-type diagrams from the sampling, to
avoid double-counting of diagrams (see the Supplemen-
tary Material).
Finally, we discuss the advantages and limitations
of the proposed method. The current variational ap-
proach is very effective at weak to intermeidate corre-
lation strength (spin/charge response up to rs ≈ 4), but
to extend it to the regime with stronger correlations,
one would needs to introduce more sophisticated counter
terms, such as the three and the four point vertex renor-
malization, to capture the emergent charge instability
around rs ≈ 5.2. Beyond the variational approach, we
also want to point out that our developed Monte Carlo al-
gorithm is a very generic Feynman diagram calculator for
many-electron systems with long range Coulomb repul-
sion, and is more efficient and simpler that the existing
conventional diagrammatic Monte Carlo of Refs 3–8. For
example, the new Monte Carlo algorithm requires only
three updates, while the conventional approach needs
about dozen updates. More importantly, this algorithm
utilizes the “sign-blessed” grouping techinque to dramat-
ically improve the sampling efficiency. Comparing to
the recently proposed Determinant Diagrammatic Monte
Carlo algorithm [9], our method is more generic in the
sense that the algorithm can directly work in any rep-
resentation (momentum/frequency, space/time) and can
handle any vertex renormalization withouth sacrificing
the efficiency.
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7Supplementary Material
1. Conserving Diagrammatic Expansion
This section introduces two conserving diagrammatic
techniques, which are called CFS and VCCFS in the main
text, to calculate the polarization P (or susceptibility χ).
Both schemes preserve the exact crossing symmetry and
conservation laws (particle number, momentum, energy,
etc.) order by order. We note that the particle-number
conservation law of the polarization P (q→ 0, τ)→ const
is essential for the Coulomb electron gas, in order to prop-
erly describe the plasmon physics.
The conserving diagrammatic expansions for the po-
larization can be constructed with the Baym-Kadanoff
approach [1, 2], which is briefly reviewed below, before
presenting the computational schemes used in the main
text. In the Baym-Kadanoff approach one first intro-
duces an external potential coupled to the density oper-
ator of the system,
S[ψ†, ψ;U ] = S[ψ†, ψ]−
∫
d1d2 ψ†(1)U(1, 2)ψ(2), (6)
where ψ are a Grassmann field for the electrons; the in-
dexes represent spatial, temporal and spin variables. The
generating functional for the connected correlation func-
tions is defined as lnZ[U ] with,
Z[U ] =
∫
Dψ†Dψe−S[ψ
†,ψ;U ]. (7)
For a given approximation to lnZ[U ], one can derive
a conserving approximation for the one-particle Green’s
function by making sure that
G(1, 1′) =
δ lnZ[U ]
δU(1′, 1)
∣∣∣∣
U→0
, (8)
while the two particle correlation function (charge, or
spin correlation function if spin indexes are not summed),
should satisfy
χ(1, 2) =
δG(2, 2+;U)
δU(1+, 1)
∣∣∣∣
U→0
, (9)
where the notation 1+ and 2+ indicates the time ordering
of the field operators. The polarization, for which we
will develop a diagrammatic expansion, is related to the
correlation function χ by
χ(1, 2) = −P (1, 2) +
∫
d3d3′P (1, 3)vbare(3, 3′)χ(3′, 2),
(10)
where vbare is the unscreened Coulomb interaction. Note
that the second term vanishes for the spin correlation
function χzz in the unpolarized electron gas.
We will apply the above algorithm to the uniform elec-
tron gas model defined by the Lagrangian L = L0 + ∆L,
where the solvable part is
L0 =
∑
kσ
ψ†kσ
(
∂
∂τ
− µ+ k2 + vk(ξ = 1)
)
ψkσ (11)
+
∑
q6=0
φ−q
q2 + λq
8pi
φq,
and the correction is
∆L = −
∑
kσ
ψ†kσvk(ξ)ψkσ − ξ
∑
q6=0
φ−q
λq
8pi
φq (12)
+
√
ξ
i√
2V
∑
q6=0
(φqρ−q + ρqφ−q) . (13)
This Lagrangian was introduced in the main part of the
text. Here the density ρ is ρq =
∑
kσ ψ
†
kσψk+qσ. Note
that the effective potential vk and the inverse screening
length λ in L0 are compensated by the counter-terms in
the correction ∆L. The parameter ξ is set to unity at
the end of the calculation.
In the Baym-Kadanoff approach the external poten-
tial term U(1, 2) should be added to the solvable part
L0, and then the perturbative expansion for the gener-
ating functional lnZ[U ] should be carried out using the
standard Feynman diagrammatic expansion with build-
ing blocks shown in Fig. 5. Note that the diagrammatic
series constructed in this way only implicitly depends on
the external potential U through the bare electron prop-
agator g[U ]−1 = − ∂∂τ + µ− k2 − vk + U .
G vq ξ
nΣ˜(n) ξnΠ˜(n)𝑔 8𝜋/(𝑞' + 𝜆*) 𝑣-(𝜉) 𝜉𝜆*
FIG. 5: Feynman diagram building blocks: The bare
electron propagator g describes an electron propagating in an
effective potential vk, the interaction line 8pi/(q
2 + λq) repre-
sents a bosonic propagator with an effective mass ∼ λ, which
makes the Coulomb repulsion short ranged. The counter
terms, which compensate for our choice of the effective L0,
are proportional to vk(ξ) (the single-particle counter term)
and ξλq (the interaction counter term), and are depicted in
the last two diagrams.
Now we are ready to discuss the Feynman diagram-
matic expansion used in our work. We will first discuss
the CFS scheme. To do this, we generate all free energy
diagrams of order N−1, for example the diagram in Fig.1
of the main text, where the effective potential vk is re-
garded as an arbitrary function, independent of U . We
then calculate the two-particle correlation function with
the second derivatives with respect to external potential
U ,
χ(1, 2) =
[
δ2 lnZ[U ]
δU(1+, 1)δU(2+, 2)
]
vk=Σxk+··· ,U=0
,
Note that the U derivative is taken by the chain rule,
i.e., δ/δU = (δg/δU)(δ/δg), where the the U -derivative
8of the propagator is simple: it just splits the propagator
into two by inserting an external vertex,
δg(1, 2;U)
δU(3+, 3)
= −g(1, 3)g(3, 2). (14)
This relation is derived by taking the derivative of the
identity g−1g = 1, which is g−1dg/dU + (dg−1/dU)g =
0, therefore dg/dU = −g(dg−1/dU)g and dg−1/dU =
1, provided vk is independent of U . Diagrammatically,
a derivative δ/δU removes a single-particle propagator
from the Feynman diagram (δ/δg), and we then replace
it with an external vertex and the two propagators, i.e.,
δg/δU = −gg. In other words, it inserts an external
vertex on an existing bare electron propagator. Note
that this operation increases the diagram order by one.
Finally, after the derivative is taken, we substitute vk
with its expression in terms of the exchange self-energy,
vk = ξ (Σ
x
k − ΣxkF ) + ξ2 s2 + ξ3 s3 · · · . (15)
With the above described algorithm, we obtain the
conserving expansion for the two particle correlation
function χ, however, the convergence for the dielectric
function is even faster when the expansion is carried out
for the polarization function defined by Eq. 10. In the
momentum and frequency space, the two are related by
χ(q) = − Pq
1− Pq 8piq2
(16)
or χ(q) = −[Pq+Pq 8piq2Pq+Pq 8piq2Pq 8piq2Pq+· · · ], meaning
that Pq is the irreducible part of χ(q) with respect to cut-
ting the interaction propagator 8piq2 Similarly, when work-
ing with the screened interaction 8piq2+λ , we can rewrite
8pi
q2
=
8pi
q2 + λ
∞∑
n=0
(
ξλ
8pi
8pi
q2 + λ
)n
(17)
and therefore
χ(q) = − Pq
1− Pq 8piq2+λ
∑∞
n=0
(
ξλ
8pi
8pi
q2+λ
)n , (18)
which shows that Pq is now the irreducible part of χ(q)
with respect to cutting the interaction propagator 8piq2+λ
or any combination of interaction with counter terms of
arbitrary order, i.e., 8piq2+λ (
ξλ
8pi
8pi
q2+λ )
n. The resulting po-
larization diagrammatic expansion is shown in Fig. 6.
In practice, we find that the electric charge renormal-
ization, which correspondes to the three-leg-vertex cor-
rection in diagrams, becomes increasingly more impor-
tant at the low density limit (with rs & 2). Therefore, we
introduce a vertex corrected scheme (VCCFS scheme),
where we resume all the ladder-type diagrams.
The dressed ladder-type vertex correction can be cal-
culated with a Bethe-Salpeter self-consistent equation,
𝑃 = = 𝜉
… ) +	+	𝜉& ( + +
+ ++	𝜉'( + … ) +	…	
FIG. 6: Feynman diagrammatic expansion with coun-
terterms: The perturbative expansion for the polarization is
formulated with the standard Feynman diagrams with coun-
terterms. The shaded block represents all one-interaction-
irreducible diagrams for the particle-hole four-point vertex
function. Note that the single-particle counterterm first ap-
pears at the second order, while the interaction counter-term
first appears at the third order. Note that in this work we
choose the single-particle counterterm to be the negative Fock
diagram contribution plus a chemical potential shift, therefore
any diagram with a Fock sub-diagram insertion (such as the
diagram three above) is exactly canceled by a counter-term
(such as the diagram four), and the two can hence be removed.
Consequently, one can simply drop the Fock sub-diagram in-
sertion in the diagrammatic series, and keep only the chemical
potential shift in the single-particle counter-term.
3
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@
@g
◆
vk
+
 vk
 U
✓
@
@vk
◆
g
.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize ere that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb inter ction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that the definition of th polarization in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact t at screened Coulomb in-
teraction does not diverge in the long-wave-length limit,
all polarization diagrams are now automatically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carlo simulations much more
e cient.
!"#$$%& = −Γ* Γ*+
FIG. 4. Polarization with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladder vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external vertex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fermi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates as the topology
and internal variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the convergence radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, than the straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
minimization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arrangement of interval variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
that the sum of their weights with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each other. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
thereforemodifiedto
 
 U
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 g
 U
✓
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@g
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v
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wherethesecondderivativeactsonlyonthesingle-
particlecounter-terms.Takingthederivativewithre-
specttoUasabovegivesdg/dU= g(dg
 1
/dU)g=
 g(1 d⌃
x
/dU)g,andsinced⌃
x
/dU= [8⇡/(q
2
+
 )]dg/dU,wenowneedtoinsertaladdervertexbe-
tweenthetwog’sinthefollowingway[1],
 g(1,2;U)
 U(3
+
,3)
= 
Z
d1
0
d2
0
g(1,1
0
) 
3
(1
0
,2
0
;3)g(2
0
,2),
(14)
wheretheladdervertexcorrection 
3
isdefinedwitha
self-consistentequationasshowninFig.3.Similarlywe
canseethat v
k
/ U= ⌃
x
/ U= [8⇡/(q
2
+ )] g/ U,
where g/ UisgivenbyEq.14.
Thisoperationthengivesthediagrammaticexpansion
forthetwo-particlecorrelationfunction,similartothe
previousCFSscheme,exceptthattheexternalvertexon
onesidehastobereplacedbytheladdervertexcorrec-
tions 
3
,andtheladderdiagramsinthebareexpansion
onthesamesideareremovedbythediagramsgenerated
bytheoperator
 v
k
 U
@
@v
k
.Theresultingdiagramsforthe
polarizationfunctionareagaintheirreduciblepartof ,
andaredepictedinFig.4.NotethatVCCFSscheme
resumesaninfiniteseriesofladderdiagrams,andhence
encodesnonperturbativee↵ectsofthechargerenormal-
ization.
Weemphasizeherethatallpolarizationdiagrams
inbothschemesonlyinvolvethestaticallyscreened
Coulombinteraction
8⇡
q
2
+ 
q
.Thisisanontrivialresult,
giventhatthedefinitionofthepolarizationinEq.(5)ex-
plicitlydependsonthebareCoulombinteraction.Comb-
ingthisfeaturewiththefacthatscreenedCoulobin-
teractiondoesnotdivergeinthelong-wave-lengthlimit,
allpolarizationdiagramsarenowautomaticallyregular-
ized,makingtheMoteCarlosimulationsmuchmore
e cient.
!
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FIG.4.Polarizationwithheladder-typevertexcor-
rection:Theperturbativeexpansionforthepolarizationcan
beimprovedusingtheladderresummation.Teladderverex
correctionisattachedtooneside(therightexternalvertex)
andtoallpolarizationdagams.Thedouble-countddia-
gramsneedtobesubtracted,andthediagramontheright
exactlytakescareofthedouble-counteddagams.Itisgen-
eratedbythederivativewithrespecttothesingle-particle
counter-term(@/@v
k
),asexplainedabove.
II.EFFICIENTDIAGRAMMATICMONTE
CARLOALGORITHM
Inthissection,weintroduceasimpleyete cient
MonteCarloalgorithmtoevaluatehighorderFeynman
diagrams.TocalculateallorderNcontributions,the
diagrammaticMonteCarloalgorithmneedstointegrate
overallinternalvariables,suchasmomentaandtimes,
andalsosumoveralltopologyofthediagrams,i.e.,
F
N
1
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}](15)
Alldiagramsinthesameordersharethesamesetof
intervalvariables.DuetotheFermistatistics,thesign
oftheintegrandW[{⌧},{k}]alternatesasthetopology
andinternalvariableschange.However,aMonteCarlo
algorithmcanonlyhandlepositivelydefinedweightfunc-
tions.Astraightforwardchoicewouldbetosamplethe
absolutevalueoftheintegrand|W[{⌧},{k}]|,namely
workingwiththesum,
F
N
3
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
|W[{⌧},{k}]|(16)
However,aspointedoutbythepreviousstudies[XXX],
thesigncancellationbetweendiagramscausesF
N
1
⌧
F
N
3
.Morespecifically,althoughF
N
3
alwaysdivergefac-
toriallywiththenumberofdiagrams,theseriesF
N
1
is
muchbetterbehaved(divergingslowly,orevenconver-
geniftheseriesiswithintheconvergenceradius).This
phenomenonisreferredassignblessinginRef.[XXX].As
aresult,thestraightforwardMonteCarloschemesam-
plingF
N
3
toevaluateF
N
1
su↵ersfromthenotorioussign
problem,andisveryine cient.Inthiswork,wepropose
aMonteCarlolgorithm,whicsamplesthefollowing
weightfunction,
F
N
2
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
|
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}]|(17)
ThankstotheinequalityF
N
1
F
N
2
F
N
3
,amethod
samplingF
N
2
isalmostguaranteedtosu↵erlesssign
problem,thusmoree cient,thanthestraightforward
approach.Ofcourse,thee ciecyofthisapproachre-
liesonhowsmallisF
N
2
,andhowcloseisF
N
2
toF
N
1
.The
minimizatioofF
N
2
canbeachevedbyoptimizingthe
arrangementofintervalvariablesofdi↵erentdiagrams,so
thatthesumoftheirweightswiththesamesetofvari-
ablesstronglycancelwitheachother.Wewilldiscuss
thisinmoedetailinthenxtsection.
Nowwesummarizethemainstepsofthenewdiagram-
maticMnteCarloalorithmusedinthiswork.
i)WriteascripttogenerateallFeynmandiagrams
uptothedesiredtruncationorder(sayorder6in
thiswork),includingallncessarysymmetryfac-
torsandcounter-terms.
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle c unter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS sche e
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulo b interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
g ven that the definition of the polarizatio i Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact that screened Coulomb in-
teraction does no diverge in the long-wave-length limit,
all po arization diagrams are now automatically regular-
ized, making th Monte Carlo simulations uch more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariza ion with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladder vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external vertex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as mo enta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All d grams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the F rmi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alt rnates as the topology
and inter al variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the convergence radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaran eed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, t an he straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
min mization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arra geme t of interval variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
that the sum of their weights with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel wit each other. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Wr te a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
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wherethesecondderivativeactsonlyonthesingle-
particlecounter-terms.Takinghederivativewithr-
specttoUasabvegivsdg/dU= g(dg
 1
/dU)g=
 g(1 d⌃
x
/dU)g,andsinced⌃
x
/dU= [8⇡/(q
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 )]dg/dU,wenowneedtoinsertaladdervertexbe-
tweenthetwog’sinthefollowingway[1],
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wheretheladdervertexcorrection 
3
isdefinedwitha
self-consistentequationasshowninFig.3.Similarlywe
canseethat v
k
/ U= ⌃
x
/ U= [8⇡/(q
2
+ )] g/ U,
where g/ UisgivenbyEq.14.
Thisoperationthengivesthediagrammaticexpansion
forthetwo-particlecorrelationfunction,similartothe
previousCFSscheme,exceptthattheexternalvertexon
onesidehastobereplacedbytheladdervertexcorrec-
tions 
3
,andtheladderdiagramsinthebareexpansion
onthesamesideareremovedbythediagramsgenerated
bytheoperator
 v
k
 U
@
@v
k
.Theresultingdiagramsforthe
polarizationfunctionareagaintheirreduciblepartof ,
andaredepictedinFig.4.NotethatVCCFSscheme
resumesaninfiniteseriesofladderdiagrams,andhence
encodesnonperturbativee↵ectsofthechargerenormal-
ization.
Weemphasizeherethatallpolarizationdiagrams
nbothschemesonlyinvolvethestaticallyscreened
Coulombineraction
8⇡
q
2
+ 
q
.Thisisanontrivialresult,
iventhatthedefinitionofthepolarizationinEq.(5)ex-
plicitlydependsonthebareCoulombinteraction.Comb-
ingthisfeaturewiththefactthatscreenedCoulombin-
teractiondoesnotdivergeinthelong-wave-lenthlimi,
allpolaizatindigramsrenowautomaticallyreguar-
ized,makingtheMontCarlosimulationsmuchore
e cient.
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FIG.4.Polarizationwiththeladder-typevertexcor-
rection:Theperturbativeexpansioforthepolarizationcan
beimprovedusingtheladderresummation.Theladdervertex
correctionisattachedtooneside(therihtexternalvertx)
andtoallpolarizationdiagras.Thedouble-couneddia-
gramsneedtobesubtracted,andthediagramnthight
exactlytakescareofthedouble-counteddigrams.Itisge-
ertedbythederivativewithrespecttothesingle-particle
counter-term(@/@v
k
),asexplainedabove.
II.EFFICIENTDIAGRAMMATICMONTE
CARLOALGORITHM
Inthissection,weintroduceasimpleyete cient
MonteCarloalgorithmtoevaluatehighorderFeynman
diagrams.TocalculateallorderNcontributions,the
diagrammaticMonteCarloalgorithmneedstointegrate
overallinternalvariables,suchasmomentaandtimes,
andalsosumoveralltopologyofthediagras,i.e.,
F
N
1
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}](15)
Alldiagramsinthesameordersharethesamesetof
intervalvaribles.DuetotheFermistatistics,thesign
oftheintegrandW[{⌧},{k}]alternatesasthetopology
andinternalvariableschange.However,aMonteCarlo
algorithmcanonlyhandlepositivelydefinedweightfunc-
tions.Astraightforwardchoicewouldbetosamplethe
absolutevalueoftheintegrand|W[{⌧},{k}]|,namely
workingwiththesum,
F
N
3
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
|W[{⌧},{k}]|(16)
However,aspointedoutbythpreviousstudies[XXX],
thesigncancellationbetweendiagramscausesF
N
1
⌧
F
N
3
.Morespcifically,althoughF
N
3
alwaysdivergefac-
toriallywiththenumberofdiagrams,theseriesF
N
1
is
muchbetterbehaved(divergingslowly,orevenconver-
gentiftheseriesiswithintheconvergenceradius).This
phenomenonisreferrdassignblessinginRef.[XXX].As
aresult,thestraightforwardMonteCarloschemesam-
plingF
N
3
toevaluateF
N
1
su↵ersfromthenotorioussign
problem,andisveryine cient.Inthiswork,wepropose
aMonteCarloalgorithm,whichsamplesthefollowing
weightfunction,
F
N
2
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
+1
|
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k]|(17)
ThankstotheinequalityF
N
1
F
N
2
F
N
3
,amethod
samplingF
N
2
isalmostguaranteedosu↵erlesssign
problem,thusmoree cient,thanesraightforward
approach.Ofcourse,thee ciencyofthisapproachre-
liesonhowsmallisF
N
2
,andhowcloseisF
N
2
toF
N
1
.The
minimizationoF
N
2
canbeachievedbyoptimizingthe
rrangementofintervalvariablesofdi↵erentdiagrams,so
thatthesumoftheirweightswiththesamesetofvari-
ablesstronglycancelwitheachother.Wewilldiscuss
thisinmoredetailinthenextsection.
Nowwesumarizhemaistsofhenewdiagram-
maticMonteCarloalgorithmusedinthiswork.
i)WriteascripttoenerateallFeynmandiagrams
uptohedesiredtruncationorder(sayorder6in
thiswork),includngallnecessarysymmetryfac-
torsandcounter-terms.
3
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@
@g
◆
vk
+
 vk
 U
✓
@
@vk
◆
g
.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/d [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to in ert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function ar gain the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resu es an infinite s ries of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonpe turbative e↵ects of the charge enormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
give that the definition of the polarization in Eq. (5) ex-
plici ly dep nds on the bare Coulomb inte action. C mb-
ing t s feature with the fact that screened Coulomb in-
tera tion does not iverg in the long-wave-length limit,
all polarization diag ams are now aut matically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carl simu ations much mor
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polarization with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladd r vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external v rtex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagr m on the right
exactly takes care f the doubl -counted diagrams. It is g n-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
cou ter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum ov r ll topology of t e diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interva variables. Due to the Fermi tatistics, the sign
of the integran W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates a the topology
and internal vari bles change. However, a Monte Carlo
lgorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, na ely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, t e series FN1 is
much better behaved (div rging slowly, or even conv -
gent if the series is within the converge ce radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er l ss sign
problem, thus more e ci nt, than the straig tforwa d
approach. Of c urse, th e ci n y of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
mini ization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arrangement of interval variables of di↵erent iag ams, so
that e sum of their weights with t e same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each ot er. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
mat c Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@
@g
◆
vk
+
 vk
 U
✓
@
@vk
◆
g
.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent quation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to he
previous CFS sc eme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagr ms generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagr ms for the
polariz tion fu ction are gain the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS schem
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagr ms, and henc
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize h re tha ll polariz tion diagr ms
in both schemes only involve the static lly screen d
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that the definition of the polariz tion in Eq. (5) ex-
plicit y depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature wi h the fact tha scre n d Coul mb i -
eraction does not diverge i the long-wave-lengt limit,
all po ariz t n diagr ms are now automatic lly regul r-
ized, making he Mo te Carlo imula i ns uc mor
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariz tion with t e ladder-type v rt x cor-
rection: Th pe turbative expansio f r t e polariz t on can
be improved using the ladder es mm tion. The ladder v tex
correction is ttached to one side (the rig t extern l vertex)
and to all polariz tion di grams. The d ubl -cou te di -
grams need to be subtrac ed, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erat d by the derivati e with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFI IENT DIA RAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this secti n, we introd ce a simple yet e cie t
Monte Carl algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagra s. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fermi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates as the topology
and internal variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined w ight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the in egrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagr ms causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
t rially with t e number of diagr ms, the s ri s FN1 is
much bett r behaved ( ivergin slowly, or even conver-
g t if the series is within the converg nce radius). This
phenomenon is referr d as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo schem sam-
pling FN3 to evalu te F
N
1 su↵ers from the notori us sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we prop se
a Monte Carlo algorithm, whic samples the foll wing
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to he inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 s almost guarant ed to su↵er less ign
problem, thus ore e cient, han he straightfo ward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this a proach re-
lies on how mall is FN2 , and how close i F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
m nimizatio f FN2 can be a hiev d by optimizing the
arr ngem nt of int rval vari bles of di↵ rent diagrams, so
tha the sum of their weights ith e same s t of vari-
able strongly cancel with each other. We will discu s
this in more d tail in the n xt section.
No we su marize the main steps of the n w diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to th d sired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary s mmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/d =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now nee to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween th two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defi ed wit a
self-consistent equation as shown i Fig. 3. Similarly we
ca see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correl tion function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the ch rge r ormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization di g ams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that t e definit on of the polariza ion in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on t e bare Coulomb inter cti n. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact that screen d Coulomb in-
teraction does not iverge in the long-wave-le gth limit,
all p larization diagra s a e now a tomatically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carlo simulations much more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariz ion wi the ladder-type vertex cor-
r ction: Th e turbative ex i n f r he p larizatio can
be improv d using the ladd resumm tion. Th l dder vertex
correctio is attac ed to one sid ( h right external vertex)
nd o all pol riz tion diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams nee to be subtracte , a d the diagr m on the right
exactly takes care f the double-coun ed d agrams. It is gen-
erated by t derivative wi h respect to the single-particle
counte -term (@/@vk), as xplained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORI HM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorit m to valuate h gh order Feynman
diagra s. To calculate all order N contributions, the
di gramm tic Monte Carlo algorithm n eds to integrate
over all internal variables, such as omenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in t e same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fer i tatistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternat s as the topology
nd internal variables change. However, a Mo te Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively d fined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value f the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed o t by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the converg ce radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, th straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling 3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
T anks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, than the straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
minimizatio of FN2 c n e achieved by optimizing the
arra g ment of int val variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
t at sum of t eir weig ts with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each other. We will discuss
this i more detail i he next section.
Now w summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorit m used in this work.
i) Wri a sc ipt to generate ll Feynman diagrams
up he desire truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all n cessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagram building blocks: The bare
electron propagator g describes an electron propagating n an
e↵ective potential vk, the interaction line 8⇡/(q
2 +  q) repre-
sents a boson propagator with an e↵ectiv mass ⇠  , which
makes the Coulomb repulsion short ranged. The counter
terms, which compensate for our choice of the e↵e tive L0,
are proportional to vk(⇠) (the single-particle counter term)
and ⇠ q (the interaction counter term), and are depicted in
the last two diagrams.
Note that the U derivative is t ken by the chain rule,
i.e.,  / U = ( g/ U)( / g), w er the the U -derivative
of the propagator is simple: it just splits the ropagator
into two by inserting an external vertex,
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  g(1, 3)g(3, 2). (8)
This relati n i derived by taking t e derivative f th
identity g 1g = 1, which is g 1 g/dU + (dg 1/dU)g =
0, therefore d /dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g nd dg 1/dU =
1, provided vk is independent of U . Diagrammatically,
a derivative  / U removes a single-particle propagator
from the Feynman diagram ( / g), and we then replace
it with an external vertex and the two propagators, i.e.,
 g/ U =  gg. In other words, it inserts an external
vertex on an xisting bare electron prop ga or. Note
that this operation increases the diagram order by one.
Finally, after the derivative is aken, we substitute vk
with its expression in terms of the exchange self-e ergy,
vk = ⇠ (⌃
x
k   ⌃xkF ) + ⇠2 s2 + ⇠3 s3 · · · . (9)
With the above described algorithm, we obtain t e
conserving expansion for the two particle rrelation
function  , however, the convergence for the dielectric
function is even faster when the expansion is carried out
for the polarization function defined by Eq. 5. In the
momentum and frequency space, th two are related by
 (q) =   Pq
1  Pq 8⇡q2
(10)
or  (q) =  [Pq+Pq 8⇡q2Pq+Pq 8⇡q2Pq 8⇡q2Pq+· · · ], meaning
that Pq is the irreducible part of  (q) with respect to cut-
ting the interaction propagator 8⇡q2 Similarl , when work-
ing with the screened interaction 8⇡q2+  , we can rewrite
8⇡
q2
=
8⇡
q2 +  
1X
n=0
✓
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2 +  
◆n
(11)
and therefore
 (q) =   Pq
1  Pq 8⇡q2+ 
P1
n=0
⇣
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2+ 
⌘n , (12)
which shows that Pq is now th irreducible part of  (q)
with respect to cutting the interaction propagator 8⇡q2+ 
or any combination of interaction with counter terms of
arbitrary order, i.e., 8⇡q2+  (
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2+  )
n. The resulting po-
larizati diagrammat c xpansion is shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrammatic expa sion with coun-
terterms: T e per urb tive exp nsi n for the polariz tion is
formulated with the standard Feynman diagrams with coun-
terterms. The shaded block r presents all one-interactio -
irreducible diagr ms for th particle-hole four-po nt vertex
function. Note that the single-particle counterterm first ap-
pears at the second order, while the interaction counter-term
first appears at the t ird order.
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FIG. 3. Ladder-typ vertex correction: The ladder
diagrams can be resummed by the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
To derive the vert corr cted VCCFS cheme, we
carry out slightly di↵erent order of operati ns, namely
  1, 2) =
 
 U(1+, 1)
"
  lnZ[U ]
 U(2+, 2)
 
vk=⌃xk+···
#
U=0
which means that we substitute the expression for the
e↵ective potential after the first derivative is taken (i.e.,
into the expression for the bare electron propagator).
When taking he second derivative, w n ed to keep in
mind that t e e↵ective potential vk = vk[U ] now de-
pends on U through the exchange self-energy, which is a
functional of the bare propagator g[U ]. The chain rule is
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@
@g
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vk
+
 vk
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@
@vk
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.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
PVCCFS=
FIG. 7: Ladder-typ vert x correction: The ladder dia-
grams ca be resummed by a Bethe-Salpeter equatio .
which is depict d in Fig. 7. In each pol rization dia-
gram, we then re lace the two bare external vertices with
the dressed vertices (the three-leg-vertex). To avoid the
double counting of the diagrams, we also eliminate all po-
larization diagrams which contains a ladder-type vertex
correction on either side of the diagram. This operation
can be respresented by Fig. 8, in which the power expan-
sion in powers of ξ utomatically removes all diagr ms
with ladder-type vertex corrections on either end.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the sta ically screened
Coulomb interaction 8piq2+λq . This is a nontrivial re-
sult, given that the definition of the polarization in Eq.
(10) explicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interac-
tion. Combing this feature with the fact that screened
Coulomb interaction does not diverge in the long-wave-
length limit, all polariz i n diagrams ar now autom t-
ically regularized, making the Monte Carlo simulations
much more efficie t.
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therefore modified to
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that the definition of the polarization in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact that screened Coulomb in-
teraction does not diverge in the long-wave-length limit,
all polarization diagrams are now automatically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carlo simulations much more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polarization with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladder vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external vertex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fermi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates as the topology
and internal variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the convergence radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, than the straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
minimization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arrangement of interval variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
that the sum of their weights with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each other. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
thereforemodifiedto
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wherethesecondderivativeactsonlyonthesingle-
particlecounter-terms.Takingthederivativewithre-
specttoUasabovegivesdg/dU= g(dg
 1
/dU)g=
 g(1 d⌃
x
/dU)g,andsinced⌃
x
/dU= [8⇡/(q
2
+
 )]dg/dU,wenowneedtoinsertaladdervertexbe-
tweenthetwog’sinthefollowingway[1],
 g(1,2;U)
 U(3
+
,3)
= 
Z
d1
0
d2
0
g(1,1
0
) 
3
(1
0
,2
0
;3)g(2
0
,2),
(14)
wheretheladdervertexcorrection 
3
isdefinedwitha
self-consistentequationasshowninFig.3.Similarlywe
canseethat v
k
/ U= ⌃
x
/ U= [8⇡/(q
2
+ )] g/ U,
where g/ UisgivenbyEq.14.
Thisoperationthengivesthediagrammaticexpansion
forthetwo-particlecorrelationfunction,similartothe
previousCFSscheme,exceptthattheexternalvertexon
onesidehastobereplacedbytheladdervertexcorrec-
tions 
3
,andtheladderdiagramsinthebareexpansion
onthesamesideareremovedbythediagramsgenerated
bytheoperator
 v
k
 U
@
@v
k
.Theresultingdiagramsforthe
polarizationfunctionareagaintheirreduciblepartof ,
andaredepictedinFig.4.NotethatVCCFSscheme
resumesaninfiniteseriesofladderdiagrams,andhence
encodesnonperturbativee↵ectsofthechargerenormal-
ization.
Weemphasizeherethatallpolarizationdiagrams
inbothschemesonlyinvolvethestaticallyscreened
Coulombinteraction
8⇡
q
2
+ 
q
.Thisisanontrivialresult,
giventhatthedefinitionofthepolarizationinEq.(5)ex-
plicitlydependsonthebareCoulombinteraction.Comb-
ingthisfeaturewiththefacthatscreenedCoulobin-
teractiondoesnotdivergeinthelong-wave-lengthlimit,
allpolarizationdiagramsarenowautomaticallyregular-
ized,makingtheMoteCarlosimulationsmuchmore
e cient.
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FIG.4.Polarizationwiththeladder-typevertexcor-
rection:Theperturbativeexpansionforthepolarizationcan
beimprovedusingtheladderresummation.Theladdervertex
correctionisattachedtooneside(therightexternalvertex)
andtoallpolarizationdiagrams.Thedouble-counteddia-
gramsneedtobesubtracted,andthediagramontheright
exactlytakescareofthedouble-counteddiagrams.Itisgen-
eratedbythederivativewithrespecttothesingle-particle
counter-term(@/@v
k
),asexplainedabove.
II.EFFICIENTDIAGRAMMATICMONTE
CARLOALGORITHM
Inthissection,weintroduceasimpleyete cient
MonteCarloalgorithmtoevaluatehighorderFeynman
diagrams.TocalculateallorderNcontributions,the
diagrammaticMonteCarloalgorithmneedstointegrate
overallinternalvariables,suchasmomentaandtimes,
andalsosumoveralltopologyofthediagrams,i.e.,
F
N
1
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}](15)
Alldiagramsinthesameordersharethesamesetof
intervalvariables.DuetotheFermistatistics,thesign
oftheintegrandW[{⌧},{k}]alternatesasthetopology
andinternalvariableschange.However,aMonteCarlo
algorithmcanonlyhandlepositivelydefinedweightfunc-
tions.Astraightforwardchoicewouldbetosamplethe
absolutevalueoftheintegrand|W[{⌧},{k}]|,namely
workingwiththesum,
F
N
3
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
|W[{⌧},{k}]|(16)
However,aspointedoutbythepreviousstudies[XXX],
thesigncancellationbetweendiagramscausesF
N
1
⌧
F
N
3
.Morespecifically,althoughF
N
3
alwaysdivergefac-
toriallywiththenumberofdiagrams,theseriesF
N
1
is
muchbetterbehaved(divergingslowly,orevenconver-
gentiftheseriesiswithintheconvergenceradius).This
phenomenonisreferredassignblessinginRef.[XXX].As
aresult,thestraightforwardMonteCarloschemesam-
plingF
N
3
toevaluateF
N
1
su↵ersfromthenotorioussign
problem,andisveryine cient.Inthiswork,wepropose
aMonteCarlolgorithm,whichsamplesthefollowing
weightfunction,
F
N
2
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
|
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}]|(17)
ThankstotheinequalityF
N
1
F
N
2
F
N
3
,amethod
samplingF
N
2
isalmostguaranteedtosu↵erlesssign
problem,thusmoree cient,thanthestraightforward
approach.Ofcourse,thee ciencyofthisapproachre-
liesonhowsmallisF
N
2
,andhowcloseisF
N
2
toF
N
1
.The
minimizationofF
N
2
canbeachievedbyoptimizingthe
arrangementofintervalvariablesofdi↵erentdiagrams,so
thatthesumoftheirweightswiththesamesetofvari-
ablesstronglycancelwitheachother.Wewilldiscuss
thisinmoedetailinthenextsection.
Nowwesummarizethemainstepsofthenewdiagram-
maticMonteCarloalgorithmusedinthiswork.
i)WriteascripttogenerateallFeynmandiagrams
uptothedesiredtruncationorder(sayorder6in
thiswork),includingallnecessarysymmetryfac-
torsandcounter-terms.
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therefore modified to
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle c unter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS sche e
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
g ven that the definition of the polarization in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact that screened Coulomb in-
teraction does not diverge in the long-wave-length limit,
all polarization diagrams are now automatically regular-
ized, making th Monte Carlo simulations uch more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariza ion with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladder vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external vertex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as mo enta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All d grams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the F rmi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alt rnates as the topology
and inter al variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the convergence radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaran eed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, t an he straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
min mization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arra geme t of interval variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
that the sum of their weights with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel wit each other. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Wr te a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
thereforemodifiedto
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wherethesecondderivativeactsonlyonthesingle-
particlecounter-terms.Takinghederivativewithr-
specttoUasabvegivsdg/dU= g(dg
 1
/dU)g=
 g(1 d⌃
x
/dU)g,andsinced⌃
x
/dU= [8⇡/(q
2
+
 )]dg/dU,wenowneedtoinsertaladdervertexbe-
tweenthetwog’sinthefollowingway[1],
 g(1,2;U)
 U(3
+
,3)
= 
Z
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0
d2
0
g(1,1
0
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3
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wheretheladdervertexcorrection 
3
isdefinedwitha
self-consistentequationasshowninFig.3.Similarlywe
canseethat v
k
/ U= ⌃
x
/ U= [8⇡/(q
2
+ )] g/ U,
where g/ UisgivenbyEq.14.
Thisoperationthengivesthediagrammaticexpansion
forthetwo-particlecorrelationfunction,similartothe
previousCFSscheme,exceptthattheexternalvertexon
onesidehastobereplacedbytheladdervertexcorrec-
tions 
3
,andtheladderdiagramsinthebareexpansion
onthesamesideareremovedbythediagramsgenerated
bytheoperator
 v
k
 U
@
@v
k
.Theresultingdiagramsforthe
polarizationfunctionareagaintheirreduciblepartof ,
andaredepictedinFig.4.NotethatVCCFSscheme
resumesaninfiniteseriesofladderdiagrams,andhence
encodesnonperturbativee↵ectsofthechargerenormal-
ization.
Weemphasizeherethatallpolarizationdiagrams
nbothschemesonlyinvolvethestaticallyscreened
Coulombineraction
8⇡
q
2
+ 
q
.Thisisanontrivialresult,
iventhatthedefinitionofthepolarizationinEq.(5)ex-
plicitlydependsonthebareCoulombinteraction.Comb-
ingthisfeaturewiththefactthatscreenedCoulombin-
teractiondoesnotdivergeinthelong-wave-lenthlimi,
allpolaizatindigramsrenowautomaticallyreguar-
ized,makingtheMontCarlosimulationsmuchore
e cient.
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FIG.4.Polarizationwiththeladder-typevertexcor-
rection:Theperturbativeexpansionforthepolarizationcan
beimprovedusingtheladderresummation.Theladdervertex
correctionisattachedtooneside(therihtexternalvertex)
andtoallpolarizationdiagras.Thedouble-couneddia-
gramsneedtobesubtracted,andthediagramntheight
exactlytakescareofthedouble-counteddigrams.Itisge-
ertedbythederivativewithrespecttothesingle-particle
counter-term(@/@v
k
),asexplainedabove.
II.EFFICIENTDIAGRAMMATICMONTE
CARLOALGORITHM
Inthissection,weintroduceasimpleyete cient
MonteCarloalgorithmtoevaluatehighorderFeynman
diagrams.TocalculateallorderNcontributions,the
diagrammaticMonteCarloalgorithmneedstointegrate
overallinternalvariables,suchasmomentaandtimes,
andalsosumoveralltopologyofthediagras,i.e.,
F
N
1
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
W[{⌧},{k}](15)
Alldiagramsinthesameordersharethesamesetof
intervalvaribles.DuetotheFermistatistics,thesign
oftheintegrandW[{⌧},{k}]alternatesasthetopology
andinternalvariableschange.However,aMonteCarlo
algorithmcanonlyhandlepositivelydefinedweightfunc-
tions.Astraightforwardchoicewouldbetosamplethe
absolutevalueoftheintegrand|W[{⌧},{k}]|,namely
workingwiththesum,
F
N
3
=
Z
[d⌧]
2N
[dk]
N+1
X
topology
|W[{⌧},{k}]|(16)
However,aspointedoutbythepreviousstudies[XXX],
thesigncancellationbetweendiagramscausesF
N
1
⌧
F
N
3
.Morespecifically,althoughF
N
3
alwaysdivergefac-
toriallywiththenumberofdiagrams,theseriesF
N
1
is
muchbetterbehaved(divergingslowly,orevenconver-
gentiftheseriesiswithintheconvergenceradius).This
phenomenonisreferredassignblessinginRef.[XXX].As
aresult,thestraightforwardMonteCarloschemesam-
plingF
N
3
toevaluateF
N
1
su↵ersfromthenotorioussign
problem,andisveryine cient.Inthiswork,wepropose
aMonteCarloalgorithm,whichsamplesthefollowing
weightfunction,
F
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ThankstotheinequalityF
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F
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F
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3
,amethod
samplingF
N
2
isalmostguaranteedosu↵erlesssign
problem,thusmoree cient,thanesraightforward
approach.Ofcourse,thee ciencyofthisapproachre-
liesonhowsmallisF
N
2
,andhowcloseisF
N
2
toF
N
1
.The
minimizationofF
N
2
canbeachievedbyoptimizingthe
arrangementofintervalvariablesofdi↵erentdiagrams,so
thatthesumoftheirweightswiththesamesetofvari-
ablesstronglycancelwitheachother.Wewilldiscuss
thisinmoredetailinthenextsection.
Nowwesummarizethemainstepsofthenewdiagram-
maticMonteCarloalgorithmusedinthiswork.
i)WriteascripttoenerateallFeynmandiagrams
uptohedesiredtruncationorder(sayorder6in
thiswork),includngallnecessarysymmetryfac-
torsandcounter-terms.
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/d [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to in ert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent equation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function ar gain the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resumes an infinite s ries of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonpe turbative e↵ects of the charge enormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization diagrams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
give that the definition of the polarization in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb inte action. C mb-
ing t s feature with the fact that screened Coulomb in-
teraction does not diverge in the long-wave-length limit,
all polarization diag ams are now automatically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carlo simulations much more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polarization with the ladder-type vertex cor-
rection: The perturbative expansion for the polarization can
be improved using the ladder resummation. The ladd r vertex
correction is attached to one side (the right external v rtex)
and to all polarization diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams need to be subtracted, and the diagr m on the right
exactly takes care f the doubl -counted diagrams. It is g n-
erated by the derivative with respect to the single-particle
cou ter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum ov r ll topology of t e diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interva variables. Due to the Fermi tatistics, the sign
of the integran W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates a the topology
and internal vari bles change. However, a Monte Carlo
lgorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, na ely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, t e series FN1 is
much better behaved (div rging slowly, or even conv -
gent if the series is within the converge ce radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er l ss sign
problem, thus more e ci nt, than the straig tforwa d
approach. Of c urse, th e ci n y of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
mini ization of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the
arrangement of interval variables of di↵erent iag ams, so
that e sum of their weights with t e same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each ot er. We will discuss
this in more detail in the next section.
Now we summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
mat c Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
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where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now need to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween the two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defined with a
self-consistent quation as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly we
can see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correlation function, similar to he
previous CFS sc eme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagr ms generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagr ms for the
polariz tion fu ction are gain the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS schem
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagr ms, and henc
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the charge renormal-
ization.
We emphasize h re tha ll polariz tion diagr ms
in both schemes only involve the static lly screen d
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that the definition of the polariz tion in Eq. (5) ex-
plicit y depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature wi h the fact tha screen d Coul mb in-
eraction does not diverge in the long-wave-lengt limit,
all po ariz t n diagr ms are now automatic lly regul r-
ized, making he Mo te Carlo simula i ns uc more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariz tion with t e ladder-type v rt x cor-
rection: Th pe turbative expansio f r t e polariz t on can
be improved using the ladder es mm tion. The ladder v tex
correction is ttached to one side (the rig t extern l vertex)
and to all polariz tion di grams. The d ubl -cou te di -
grams need to be subtrac ed, and the diagram on the right
exactly takes care of the double-counted diagrams. It is gen-
erat d by the derivati e with respect to the single-particle
counter-term (@/@vk), as explained above.
II. EFFI IENT DIA RAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM
In this secti n, we introd ce a simple yet e cie t
Monte Carl algorithm to evaluate high order Feynman
diagra s. To calculate all order N contributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fermi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternates as the topology
and internal variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined w ight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value of the in egrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagr ms causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
t rially with t e number of diagr ms, the s ri s FN1 is
much bett r behaved ( ivergin slowly, or even conver-
g t if the series is within the converg nce radius). This
phenomenon is referr d as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo schem sam-
pling FN3 to evalu te F
N
1 su↵ers from the notori us sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we prop se
a Monte Carlo algorithm, whic samples the foll wing
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
Thanks to he inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 s almost guarant ed to su↵er less ign
problem, thus ore e cient, han he straightfo ward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this a proach re-
lies on how mall is FN2 , and how close i F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
m nimizatio f FN2 can be a hiev d by optimizing the
arr ngem nt of int rval vari bles of di↵ rent diagrams, so
tha the sum of their weights ith e same s t of vari-
able strongly cancel with each other. We will discu s
this in more d tail in the n xt section.
No we su marize the main steps of the n w diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorithm used in this work.
i) Write a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to th d sired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all necessary s mmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
3
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@g vk
+
 vk
 U
✓
@
@vk
◆
g
.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/d =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
 )] dg/dU , we now nee to insert a ladder vertex be-
tween th two g’s in the following way [1],
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  
Z
d10d20 g(1, 10) 3(10, 20; 3)g(20, 2),
(14)
where the ladder vertex correction  3 is defi ed wit a
self-consistent equation as shown i Fig. 3. Similarly we
ca see that  vk/ U =  ⌃
x/ U =  [8⇡/(q2+ )]  g/ U ,
where  g/ U is given by Eq. 14.
This operation then gives the diagrammatic expansion
for the two-particle correl tion function, similar to the
previous CFS scheme, except that the external vertex on
one side has to be replaced by the ladder vertex correc-
tions  3, and the ladder diagrams in the bare expansion
on the same side are removed by the diagrams generated
by the operator  vk U
@
@vk
. The resulting diagrams for the
polarization function are again the irreducible part of  ,
and are depicted in Fig. 4. Note that VCCFS scheme
resumes an infinite series of ladder diagrams, and hence
encodes nonperturbative e↵ects of the ch rge r ormal-
ization.
We emphasize here that all polarization di g ams
in both schemes only involve the statically screened
Coulomb interaction 8⇡q2+ q . This is a nontrivial result,
given that t e definit on of the polariza ion in Eq. (5) ex-
plicitly depends on the bare Coulomb interaction. Comb-
ing this feature with the fact that screen d Coulomb in-
teraction does not diverge in the long-wave-le gth limit,
all p larization diagra s are now a tomatically regular-
ized, making the Monte Carlo simulations much more
e cient.
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FIG. 4. Polariz ion wi the ladder-type vertex cor-
r ction: Th e turbative ex i n f r he p larizatio can
be improv d using the ladd resumm tion. Th l dder vertex
correctio is attac ed to one sid ( h right external vertex)
nd o all pol riz tion diagrams. The double-counted dia-
grams nee to be subtracte , a d the diagr m on the right
exactly takes care f the double-coun ed d agrams. It is gen-
erated by t derivative wi h respect to the single-particle
counte -term (@/@vk), as xplained above.
II. EFFICIENT DIAGRAMMATIC MONTE
CARLO ALGORI HM
In this section, we introduce a simple yet e cient
Monte Carlo algorit m to valuate h gh order Feynman
diagra s. To calculate all order N contributions, the
di gramm tic Monte Carlo algorithm n eds to integrate
over all internal variables, such as omenta and times,
and also sum over all topology of the diagrams, i.e.,
FN1 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}] (15)
All diagrams in t e same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fer i tatistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{⌧}, {k}] alternat s as the topology
nd internal variables change. However, a Mo te Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively d fined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice would be to sample the
absolute value f the integrand |W [{⌧}, {k}]|, namely
working with the sum,
FN3 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1
X
topology
|W [{⌧}, {k}]| (16)
However, as pointed o t by the previous studies [XXX],
the sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1 ⌧
FN3 . More specifically, although F
N
3 always diverge fac-
torially with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is
much better behaved (diverging slowly, or even conver-
gent if the series is within the converg ce radius). This
phenomenon is referred as sign blessing in Ref. [XXX]. As
a result, th straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling 3 to evaluate F
N
1 su↵ers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very ine cient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
Z
[d⌧ ]2N [dk]N+1|
X
topology
W [{⌧}, {k}]| (17)
T anks to the inequality FN1  FN2  FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is almost guaranteed to su↵er less sign
problem, thus more e cient, than the straightforward
approach. Of course, the e ciency of this approach re-
lies on how small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The
minimizatio of FN2 c n e achieved by optimizing the
arra g ment of int val variables of di↵erent diagrams, so
t at sum of t eir weig ts with the same set of vari-
ables strongly cancel with each other. We will discuss
this i more detail i he next section.
Now w summarize the main steps of the new diagram-
matic Monte Carlo algorit m used in this work.
i) Wri a sc ipt to generate ll Feynman diagrams
up he desire truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), including all n cessary symmetry fac-
tors and counter-terms.
+
2
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagram building blocks: The bare
electron propagator g describes an electron propagating n an
e↵ective potential vk, the interaction line 8⇡/(q
2 +  q) repre-
sents a boson propagator with an e↵ectiv mass ⇠  , which
makes the Coulomb repulsion short ranged. The counter
terms, which compensate for our choice of the e↵e tive L0,
are proportional to vk(⇠) (the single-particle counter term)
and ⇠ q (the interaction counter term), and are depicted in
the last two diagrams.
Note that the U derivative is t ken by the chain rule,
i.e.,  / U = ( g/ U)( / g), where the the U -derivative
of the propagator is simple: it just splits the ropagator
into two by inserting an external vertex,
 g(1, 2;U)
 U(3+, 3)
=  g(1, 3)g(3, 2). (8)
This relati n i derived by taking t e derivative f th
identity g 1g = 1, which is g 1 g/dU + (dg 1/dU)g =
0, therefore d /dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g nd dg 1/dU =
1, provided vk is independent of U . Diagrammatically,
a derivative  / U removes a single-particle propagator
from the Feynman diagram ( / g), and we then replace
it with an external vertex and the two propagators, i.e.,
 g/ U =  gg. In other words, it inserts an external
vertex on an xisting bare electron prop ga or. Note
that this operation increases the diagram order by one.
Finally, after the derivative is aken, we substitute vk
with its expression in terms of the exchange self-energy,
vk = ⇠ (⌃
x
k   ⌃xkF ) + ⇠2 s2 + ⇠3 s3 · · · . (9)
With the above described algorithm, we obtain t e
conserving expansion for the two particle rrelation
function  , however, the convergence for the dielectric
function is even faster when the expansion is carried out
for the polarization function defined by Eq. 5. In the
momentum and frequency space, th two are related by
 (q) =   Pq
1  Pq 8⇡q2
(10)
or  (q) =  [Pq+Pq 8⇡q2Pq+Pq 8⇡q2Pq 8⇡q2Pq+· · · ], meaning
that Pq is the irreducible part of  (q) with respect to cut-
ting the interaction propagator 8⇡q2 Similarl , when work-
ing with the screened interaction 8⇡q2+  , we can rewrite
8⇡
q2
=
8⇡
q2 +  
1X
n=0
✓
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2 +  
◆n
(11)
and therefore
 (q) =   Pq
1  Pq 8⇡q2+ 
P1
n=0
⇣
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2+ 
⌘n , (12)
which shows that Pq is now th irreducible part of  (q)
with respect to cutting the interaction propagator 8⇡q2+ 
or any combination of interaction with counter terms of
arbitrary order, i.e., 8⇡q2+  (
⇠ 
8⇡
8⇡
q2+  )
n. The resulting po-
larizati diagrammat c xpansion is shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrammatic expa sion with coun-
terterms: T e perturb tive exp nsi n for the polariz tion is
formulated with the standard Feynman diagrams with coun-
terterms. The shaded block r presents all one-interactio -
irreducible diagrams for th particle-hole four-po nt vertex
function. Note that the single-particle counterterm first ap-
pears at the second order, while the interaction counter-term
first appears at the third order.
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FIG. 3. Ladder-typ vertex correction: The ladder
diagrams can be resummed by the Bethe-Salpeter equation.
To derive the vert corr cted VCCFS cheme, we
carry out slightly di↵erent order of operati ns, namely
 (1, 2) =
 
 U(1+, 1)
"
  lnZ[U ]
 U(2+, 2)
 
vk=⌃xk+···
#
U=0
which means that we substitute the expression for the
e↵ective potential after the first derivative is taken (i.e.,
into the expression for the bare electron propagator).
When taking he second derivative, w n ed to keep in
mind that t e e↵ective potential vk = vk[U ] now de-
pends on U through the exchange self-energy, which is a
functional of the bare propagator g[U ]. The chain rule is
therefore modified to
 
 U
=
 g
 U
✓
@
@g
◆
vk
+
 vk
 U
✓
@
@vk
◆
g
.
where the second derivative acts only on the single-
particle counter-terms. Taking the derivative with re-
spect to U as above gives dg/dU =  g(dg 1/dU)g =
 g(1   d⌃x/dU)g, and since d⌃x/dU =  [8⇡/(q2 +
PVCCFS=
FIG. 8: VCCFS scheme for polarization diagrams:
The perturbative expansion for the polarization can be i -
proved using the ladder resummation. The ladder vertex cor-
rection is attached to both sides (the lef and right external
ertex) a d to ll polarization diagrams. The double-counted
diagr ms are roperly subtracted.
2. Efficient Diagrammatic Monte Carlo Algorithm
In this section, introd ce a simple yet effici nt
Monte Carl algorith o evaluate high order Feynman
diagrams. To calculate all ord r N c tributions, the
diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm needs to integrate
over all internal variables, such as momenta and times,
and also sum ver all topology of the dia rams, i.e.,
FN1 =
∫
[dτ ]2N [dk]N+1
∑
topology
W [{τ}, {k}] (19)
All diagrams in the same order share the same set of
interval variables. Due to the Fermi statistics, the sign
of the integrand W [{τ}, {k}] alternates as the topology
and internal variables change. However, a Monte Carlo
algorithm can only handle positively defined weight func-
tions. A straightforward choice is to sample the abso-
lute value of the integrand |W [{τ}, {k}]|, namely working
with the sum,
FN3 =
∫
[dτ ]2N [dk]N+1
∑
topology
|W [{τ}, {k}]| (20)
However, as pointed out by the previous studies [3], the
sign cancellation between diagrams causes FN1  FN3 .
More specifically, although FN3 always diverge factori-
ally with the number of diagrams, the series FN1 is much
better behaved (diverging slowly, or even convergent if
the series is within the convergence radius). This phe-
nomenon is termed the “sign blessing” in Ref. [3]. As
a result, the straightforward Monte Carlo scheme sam-
pling FN3 to evaluate F
N
1 suffers from the notorious sign
problem, and is very inefficient. In this work, we propose
a Monte Carlo algorithm, which samples the following
weight function,
FN2 =
∫
[dτ ]2N [dk]N+1|
∑
topology
W [{τ}, {k}]| (21)
Thanks to the inequality FN1 ≤ FN2 ≤ FN3 , a method
sampling FN2 is guaranteed to suffer less sign problem,
thus is more efficient than the straightforward approach.
Of course, the efficiency of this approach relies on how
small is FN2 , and how close is F
N
2 to F
N
1 . The minimiza-
tion of FN2 can be achieved by optimizing the arrange-
ment of interval variables of different diagrams, so that
the sum of their weights with the same set of variables
stro gly cancel with each other. e iscus this in
more detail in the next s
o e su marize the main teps of the new diagram-
i te Carl algorithm used in this work.
i) rite a script to generate all Feynman diagrams
up to the desired truncation order (say order 6 in
this work), includi g all necessary symmetry fac-
tors an counter-t rms.
ii) Design an algorithm to properly assign interval
variables to minimize the weight function F 2N
(choice of basis). This algorithm will be described
in the next section.
iii) Use the standard Metropolis algorithm to
sampleF 2N in order to calculate the high dimen-
sional integral F 1N . To properly normalize the
integral F 1N , we design an ansatz for a function,
which can be integrated deterministically, and has
parameters that can be adapted to the landsacpe
of F 2N .
Note that the Monte Carlo updates only need to ran-
domly generate internal variables k and τ , but do not
need to change the diagram topology, so that the algo-
rithm is extremely simple.
3. “Sign-blessed” Group of Diagrams
In this section we explain the details of our algorithm
to organize diagrams, so that an efficient diagrammatic
Monte Carlo method can be implemented. We will show
how the diagrams of a given order can be divided into
groups, where the diagrams in the same group are guar-
anteed to massively cancel with each other. The “sign-
blessed” group may be obtained by grouping: i) diagrams
that share the same set of internal variables, and those di-
agrams in which ii) the integrand W [{τ}, {k}] massively
compensate with each other. The first requirement is
automatically satisfied for the connected diagrams of the
same order N , as all order-N connected diagram requires
N+1 independent momentum/frequency variables or 2N
space/time variables. The second requirement is much
more challenging and can only be achieved by carefully
examining the sign structure of the diagrams.
We identify two useful generic rules for the occur-
rence of the sign-blessing in fermionic systems with
momentum-imaginary-time representation. One generic
mechanism which is particularly important for fermions
is the crossing symmetry, as depicted in Fig. 9, namely
permuting arbitrary two fermionic propagators causes an
overall sign change to the diagram. If two fermionic
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propagators being exchanged carry similar momentum,
which occurs near the Fermi surface, the direct and ex-
change diagrams strongly compensate with each other.
It is therefore important to optimally arrange the inter-
nal variables so that the diagram integrand Wgroup keeps
the exact crossing symmetry.
k1k3
⇔
k4
k2
k1
k2
k3 + k2 − k1
k4 + k2 − k1
FIG. 9: Permutation using the crossing symmetry: A
permutation of a two fermionic propagators, as shown in the
unshaded region of the figure, creates a new diagram with
the opposite sign. If the incoming momentums/frequencies
are similar, the two diagrams have almost the same absolute
value and opposite sign, hence the sum of the two diagrams
leads to “sign blessing”. Under this operation, the rest of
the diagram, together with the shaded regions, remains the
same. In order to achieve the cancellation of the integrand
(not just the resulting integral), the two diagrams have to be
consistently labeled, and therefore the momentum/frequency
labeling of the entire diagram outside the unshaded region
has to be identical on the two diagrams.
Another generic mechanism is the conservation laws
(or Ward identities). For example, the conserving dia-
grammatic expansions for the polarization proposed in
the previous section satisfy P (q → 0, τ) → 0 when ap-
proaching the zero temperature. However, this is an
emergent property satisfied only by the sum of a con-
serving group of diagrams. In fact, all individual po-
larization diagrams (except the bubble diagram) break
the conservation law and fluctuate around zero. There-
fore, we observe a strong sign cancellation between the
diagrams in the same conserving group. According to
the Baym-Kadanoff approach in Eq. (9), there is one-
to-one correspondence between the minimal conserving
groups for the polarization diagrams of the order N and
the lnZ diagrams of the order N − 1 [4]. Indeed, for an
arbitrary lnZ diagram, one can simply attach two ex-
ternal vertices to two of the bare electron propagators
g in all possible ways, and generate a conserving group
for the polarization function. Strictly speaking, the sign
blessing of the conserving groups is only guaranteed after
integrating out all internal variables. However, provided
that the internal variables of the polarization diagrams
are inherited from the same free energy diagram, the op-
eration of inserting two external vertices generates dif-
ferent time-ordered polarization diagrams, and leads to
sign alternation within the conserving groups, implicitly
encoding the sign blessing of the conservation law.
Now we are ready to propose the algorithm to group
the diagrams and properly arrange internal variables.
The algorithm is applicable to an arbitrary combination
of momentum/frequency or space/time variables. To be
consistent with the main text, we describe the algorithm
with momentum/time representation. The main steps of
the algorithm are:
i) Pick an arbitrary order-N connected lnZ diagram,
label all 2N time variables and choose N+1 independent
momentum loops. Keep momentum loops as short as
possible.
ii) Generate a new connected lnZ diagram by permut-
ing two electron propagators, rearrange the momentum
loops as described in Fig. 9 so that they automatically
form a complete and independent loop basis for the new
diagram. Thanks to the crossing symmetry, the new dia-
gram has the opposite sign to the starting diagram. This
step is repeated until all lnZ diagrams are exhausted.
iii) For each lnZ diagram, attach two external vertices
to two of the electron propagators in all possible ways,
to generate a conserving group of polarization diagrams.
The arrangement of the internal variables of the original
lnZ should not be modified in this step, so that the gen-
erated polarization diagrams share common parts of the
diagram (many equal propagators).
It is also possible to apply the above algorithm to
Hugenholtz diagrams, which form a particular subset
generated by the algorithm in Fig. (9) (when the top
and the bottom bosonic propagators are connected to
each other). These diagrams combine the direct and
exchange interaction into an antisymmetric four-point
vertex. They are particularly convenient if one works
with momentum/frequency, or momentum/time repre-
sentation, and the interaction is instantaneous, as in our
model Eq. (11) and Eq. (12).
Finally, we briefly discuss the benefits of grouping the
diagrams in the diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm.
There are two improvements in terms of the Monte Carlo
efficiency. First, the total weight function FN2 sampled
by the Markov chain is much smaller than FN3 . This in-
dicates the variance of the integrand is dramatically re-
duced, which improves the statistical error. Second, the
diagrams in the same group typically share many com-
mon objects (propagators and interactions). This simpli-
fies the total diagram weight calculations in each Monte
Carlo update. For example, all Feynman diagrams (up
to 2N diagrams at order N) that belong to the same
Hugenholtz diagram, share the same set of propagators,
thus they only need to be evaluated once. Indeed, all
Feynman diagrams that belong to the same Hugelholtz
diagram can be choosen to have all fermionic propaga-
tors identical. Those are computed once, and not 2N
times. Furthermore, the interaction lines are not iden-
tical, however, they contain a lot of common products.
One can show that a binary tree can be constructed,
with the depth equal to the number of Hugenholtz inter-
action propagators, in which each vertex of the binary
tree adds either the direct or the exchange interaction to
the Hugenholtz diagram. The leaves of such a binary tree
contain exactly 2N terms, corresponding to the products
we need to evaluate the sum of 2N Feynman diagrams,
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while the number of operations to evaluate such a tree grows as O(N).
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